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Description Of Project:
Recent concern has developed regarding the population of transplanted bighorn sheep in Devil's Canyon, along the
Wyoming/Montana border. Following nearly a decade of robust lamb ratios (46-60:100) and subsequent population growth,
our 2017-2018 counts and low lamb ratios (32-37:100) in conjunction with anecdotal observations of fewer sheep indicate
population growth has slowed. The most recent disease sampling effort funded by WWSF and the WGBGLC in February of
2019 showed no new pathogens in the 12 sampled individuals. A potential transplant from this population in the winter of
2019/20 is contingent on the results of our summer classification/trend flight in July of 2019. If we find the population has
rebounded and is within or above our objective parameters, we will likely pursue a transplant. If the population is below
objective, we will decline to transplant but still pursue annual disease sampling. Either situation puts onus on wildlife
managers to investigate the movements and vital rates of Devil's Canyon Sheep. This is why we are asking for funding to fit
10 Devil's Canyon rams and 20 ewes with GPS collars to monitor seasonal range, movements, vital rates, and track dispersal
away from the herd unit.

Problem to be Solved:
Currently we are limited in understanding the population dynamics of this bighorn sheep herd since our collected data is
summer classifications and disease sampling. In light of a declining population, movement data is integral to determine if
occupied habitat is changing or if dispersal has lead to disease transmission. Monitoring wild sheep dispersal is currently
limited to bi-annual pre and post domestic trailing surveys by Bighorn National Forest and Wyoming Game and Fish
personnel to monitor the landscape for dispersed individuals. Additionally, in understanding the recruitment and survival
rates within the herd unit, we are limited to one (1) annual classification flight which gives us limited insight into the population
dynamics including: population trend, juvenile male recruitment (yearling ram ratio), and a neonate ratio. In light of recent
developments including a decreased lamb ratio and missing sheep, additional data is necessary to gain an in-depth
understanding of the Devils Canyon Bighorn Sheep Herd.

Describe How You Propose Solving theProblem:
To monitor Devils Canyon sheep movements and vital rates we propose fitting 10 rams and 20 ewes with GPS collars by
siezing the opportunity of annual disease sampling, to cut cost and collar individuals which are also being sampled. Collars
will give WGFD managers the ability to monitor movements, vital rates, and dispersal away from the herd unit. Ewe collars
will give managers the ability to locate collared individuals on the ground to record lamb presence twice to derive neonatal
and annual juvenile survival estimates. In addition, it will give wildlife managers insight into recolonization of Devils Canyon
Sheep into new areas. If annual counts continue to decrease without any indication of a potential disease outbreak, collar
movements could be used as an indicator to find the remainder of the population. If our annual counts prove the population is
still stable or growing, then ram locations would be useful in monitoring movements away from the herd unit. If this population
is growing, the risk of dispersing animals commingling with compromised wild sheep and domestics increases. Finally,
monitoring ~15% of the Devil's Canyon population with (n=30) GPS collars gives us the ability to monitor annual adult survival
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of both rams and ewes. Mortality signals sent expeditiously, could also give field personnel the ability to necropsy expired
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Cost to be funded
Cost to be funded
by WY-WSF Grant
by other cooperators
21,000
Equipment...............…..$_________________
$_________________
$6,450.00
12,000
Services.................…..$__________________
$_________________
Permanent, full time salaries will not be considered

Publishing................…$__________________ $_________________
Monitoring..............….$___________________ $_________________
Supplies..................….$___________________ $_________________

Other (Specify)............$__________________
Totals

27,450.00
$__________________

$_________________
12,000
$__________________

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDING FINANCIAL AID OR SUPPORT OF THE
PROJECT (Include any pending amounts applied for.): ___________________________________
____________________________________
WGBGLC funds already awarded to Department for disease capture and
surveillance total $54,000 of which $12,000 will be
used for this specific project
____________________________________
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